ISSUE FIVE

NBU AT YORKSHIRE
FORUM

and ably kept the proceeding later life only to find they had
on schedule.
similar tastes and habits,
despite having been raised
The first speaker of the
afternoon was former B.N.P very differently, and the
different I.Q levels of various
races. He also said people do
better in their own ethnic
groups. Minorities should be
helped and encouraged to
On the 26th of November my
reinvest in their countries of
origin and make them better
comrade and I attended the
places to live.
12th Yorkshire forum. These

forums, which take place
regularly at venues around
the country are multi party
gatherings and all nationalists
are welcome, whether as
individuals or as
representatives of political
parties.
This particular area meeting
goes from strength to
strength with people
travelling from as far away as
Wales and London to attend
despite the drab foggy
weather.

M.E.P Andrew Brons, who
spoke about Nature versus
nurture. He gave a number of
examples proving that the
The second speaker was
lefts conviction that people
veteran National front activist
are a product of their
and orator Richard Edmonds
environment and not their
who discussed Donald
The meeting was hosted by biology was wrong. These
Trump's unexpected election
local forum organiser Liam, included instances of twins
victory. This along with The
Who introduced each speaker parted at birth who met in
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E.U referendum result was, forward to collecting his
he said, a sign that things
winnings.
were changing and that the The last speaker of the day
public were finally tired of the was a young man simply
establishment lies. He said
introduced as "Tom". He
this was a 'miracle year' for spoke about geopolitics, the
the right and he was very
Alt. Right, and their potential
optimistic about the future of to grow locally and
Nationalism in the U.K. and throughout the western
the west in general.
world. He informed the
After this we then took a
break to sample the excellent
buffet provided, refill our
glasses, look at the
merchandise available and
chat informally to fellow
Nationalists.

NBU has been calling for
unity since its conception,
the 'right wing' has to
stop its self inflicting self
destructive behaviour. We
are proud to have members
of the NBU who are also
members of the BNP, NF, BM,

audience that he knows many
people that are becoming
interested in the Nationalist
message who had had little
interest in politics in the past.

The proceedings were then
brought to a close by Liam,
The second session began
with a raffle draw and
with the London forum
invitation to an evening social
organiser, Jez Turner, who
event at a local hostelry.
had endured a five and a half Unfortunately, we had other
hour coach journey to attend. commitments so could not
BV and a host of street
He spoke about the coming take him up on the offer.
movements. We are happy to
'white-lash' as public rebelled In conclusion, we had a very
promote other groups
against the liberal left
enjoyable afternoon
activities and indeed 'The
establishment that had forced networking with fellow
Blackshirt' regularly does in
a multicultural system on
nationalists, and listening to every months issue.
them without their consent. the excellent speakers. We
In line with this we have been
He also produced a betting look forward to attending
slip from his pocket proving more of these forums in the working with 'National rebirth'
an organisation set up to
that he had bet on Donald
future, representing the New
create a nationalist network
Trump to with the Presidential British Union
and promote British Fascism
election and was looking
Tracey Smith
and we were happy to attend
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house owners. The young,
their inaugural meeting and I would like to personally
the unemployed, and those in
thank the organiser, Tim, for thank Gary for his support
from
the
NBU”.
rented accommodation did
the following report.
not get the vote.
Tim
2. Oswald Mosley and his
“It was great to see such a National Rebirth
supporters were antigood response to the call for
Semitic. Oswald Mosley
this meeting. Now that we
never criticised anybody for
have faces to names it's time
TEN
LIES
ABOUT
what they were born. But he
to set the wheels into motion,
didn’t believe that Jews were
MOSLEY
we had around 20 people
the only people in the world
turn up and two of them had
immune from criticism.
1.The people of East
come from overseas.
Oswald Mosley criticised some
London rose up and
The meeting covered a lot of
defeated Oswald Mosley Jews for what they did, not all
ideas and articles that need to
Jews for what they were.
at the Battle of Cable
be addressed which we are
Street. The Battle of Cable That’s why Jews like John
now all working on with some
Street wasn’t fought between Beckett (British Union Director
great results already. National
Blackshirts and the people of of Publications), Bill Leaper
Rebirth now have it's HQ in
East London. It was fought (Editor of the Blackshirt) and
the Midlands region and is
Harold Soref (later Tory M.P.
between the police and
setting up our network to
communists imported from all for Ormskirk), and the Jewish
support true Nationalist
over Britain. Ten days after boxer Kid Lewis had no
groups.
Cable Street the Blackshirts problem supporting him.
We were fortunate enough to marched to Limehouse in East 3. Members of British
have a few members of NBU London where Mosley spoke Union attacked Jews and
attend the meeting. As you to over 100,000 people amid Communists. The British
may be aware we are in full scenes of considerable
Union Regulations forbade
support of NBU (New British enthusiasm. In the local
members to carry weapons or
Union) and would like to
elections 6 months later,
engage in unprovoked attacks
thank them for their support nearly 25% of the people of on opponents, regardless of
and also the literature they East London voted for Oswald their race or political
handed out to us. We will
Mosley which was an
allegiance, on pain of instant
continue to politically support astonishing result considering dismissal. These Regulations
the NBU and there aims as
that the vote was restricted to were always strictly enforced.
much as we can.
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4. People who joined

their country.

academics have also failed to
meetings or sold party
6. Oswald Mosley and his produce a single piece of
evidence to support the claim
newspapers on street corners supporters hated Black
were often subject to razor people. Oswald Mosley was that Oswald Mosley or his
political movement received
attack by Communists
against immigration, not
finance from foreign
following their party’s
immigrants. He believed
countries. The fact was –
instruction to “Clear the
multi-racism undermined
British Union was financed by
Blackshirts off the streets!”
cultural cohesion in both
Therefore active members
communities and was driven donations from thousands of
patriotic British people who
had to become proficient at by Big Business wanting to
self-defence or face horrific exploit immigrants as cheap believed their fellow
countrymen and women
injuries. Although they never labour. Mosley produced
started fights they certainly constructive proposals to give deserved better than longknew how to finish them.
everybody a fair deal in their term unemployment, hunger
and war.
5. Oswald Mosley and his country of origin. After the
War he founded the ‘Associate8. Oswald Mosley’s
British Union were proBlackshirts wouldn’t fight
German ‘Fifth Columnists’. Movement’ for Black
immigrants who supported his for Britain in World War
Oswald Mosley was proTwo. The first two casualties
British not pro-German. He ideas. It was run by an
of WW2 were RAF Gunners
was against fighting a War in African Airline Pilot and an
George Brocking and Ken Day
which 60-million people died Indian Solicitor.
who died on the second day
unless Great Britain or its
7. Oswald Mosley was
of war attacking the German
Commonwealth were
financed by the Nazis.
attacked. But when War was After the War, Oswald Mosley fleet. They were both
members of Mosley’s British
declared he instructed all
challenged the Labour
Union. The very first of the
members in the Armed
Government to go through
armada of ‘Little Ships’ to
Services to strictly obey their the British Union account
orders and all other
books and bank transactions arrive at Dunkirk in May 1940
to rescue British troops from
supporters to fight to the
and find any evidence of
the beaches was sailed over
death if invaded to drive the donations by foreign
by Eric Piercy and Colin Dick.
foreigners from our shores. governments. The Labour
They were both members of
Nobody who was a member Government, which hated
Oswald Mosley’s British Union.
of his party when War was
Mosley, produced no such
declared was ever charged or evidence that he had been
9.Oswald Mosley and
convicted of treason. But
financed by Germany, Italy or British Union were against
many members who obeyed any other country.
trade unions. Far from being
Mosley’s call died fighting for Subsequent research by
against trade unions, Mosley
historians, journalists, and
wanted trade unionists to
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become majority stakeholders meetings and not attacks on And reading Gary's writing is
in the companies that
Mosley’s opponents meetings. always a pleasure. The article
employed them. Under the
on what Fascism really is, and
Corporate State that British
really stands for, is downright
Union proposed, working
inspired. It should be
YOUR
SAY
people would share in the
published as a small, separate
ownership and running of the
little booklet. (Sure, there are
companies they worked for.
others. What the heck, now
LETTERS
FROM
MEMBERS
All profits would be shared
there would be one more.)
fairly between workforce and
managers – not among
With Sincere Regards,
absentee shareholders.
USA Blackshirt
Instead of starting strikes
which solve nothing, trade
Did you hear the latest
unionists would take
news, now you have to
responsibility for ensuring
have a black person on
companies were run more
your board of directors as
efficiently and profitably.
it is supposed to make it
more efficient. How does
10. British Union members
the colour of skin make it
broke up the meetings of
political opponents. Whilst Thanks for the last issue more efficient?? I thought you
many examples are recorded -- well done, gentlemen, evenwant the best abilities for the
job. Now the white person
where Mosley’s enemies tried if it had to be up-front about
who is better qualified will be
to break up his meetings to taking a bit of a black eye,
stop audiences from hearing where the proposed rally was kicked out to make way for
the blacks or Asian because
him speak, there are no
concerned. (Thanks also for they have cried so much
known reports in newspapers including my comment, of
at the time indicating that
same. Yes, we had a similar because they never get the
British Union members
situation over here.)
good jobs or win the Oscars.
retaliated by breaking up
Robert's books all look so
opponents’ meetings. All the interesting!I've read some of Soon the United Kingdom will
be renamed the United
famous political disorders
his work, of course. I
Kingdom of Africa and
during the period that the
disagree with his conclusions Pakistan. The Caucasians will
Blackshirts were active –
about Jack the Ripper -- but all be second class citizens.
Cable Street, Olympia,
then, who doesn't love a good Look at the new kids when
Holbeck Moor and Liverpool Rippermania dispute? The
(where Mosley was knocked whole problem with that case you see a school class being
filed and try and find a white
unconscious by a brick) –
is that there were so very
face in it. You will be lucky to
involved attacks on Mosley
many really good candidates!
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find one! I live in a nice quiet Following Brexit, Nicola
useful ally, knowing the
village with no blacks of Asian Sturgeon seems to be leading mindset of the enemy as it
people but come school time us towards independence at were from experience. I am
the place is full of blacks and any cost. Anyone who fails to not interested in racism and
Asians as the school imports see the realities of cultural
bigotry for its own sake,
them all in from the black and Marxism at this late stage
rather I am interested in the
Asian areas outside. This is a must be blind. I have read a survival and rebirth of my
deliberate plan to indoctrinate lot of material recently in
race. We, that is to say, our
our kids and make them all order to be well informed on ancestors built the civilised
black and Asian lovers. These the matter and now believe in world and I want our children
ethnic groups breed large
overthrowing the old
to inherit that, not be
families and then those kids paradigms, abandoning a
extinguished by Islam and the
will go on to have very large lifetime's belief system. I truly uncivilised colonists who wish
families and before long they believe that Europe is in a
for our genocide.
will out number us and vote state of crisis that will end in
themselves in all the top
racial war if we fail to act
I wish to join your
positions in the country and soon. Islam is growing
movement. I have awoken
then change the county to
stronger whilst Europe,
from the brainwashing of
their benefit. I really wonder through miscegenation and liberalism. The colonisation
if we can stop this as it
moral decay grows weaker. of Europe by migrants from
already feels way out of
My hope is for Europe to
incompatible cultures was the
control. Just had to get this become united against this
final straw. I've been aware of
off my chest
colonisation from alien
the gradual decline of our
cultures. The EU in principle iscivilisation for a long time but
Chris
a fine idea, but in practice a only recently came to
NBU East
failure because of its Marxist understand the full picture.
Cultural Marxism has been a
long term plan since the end
I have recently awoken
roots. European nations have of WW2 and the fruits of
from my liberal Marxist
a common heritage and in
which are becoming
brainwashing. Events in
this regard we should unite. alarmingly immediate. I've
Europe over the last couple of Scotland should arise, Britain lost all faith in the political
years cannot be denied. I had should arise, Europa should party's as they all seem to
hoped for an independent
arise! That's my view. I
support the same ultimate
Scotland at the referendum, welcome any feedback on this agenda, regardless of policies.
believing Scotland's future
to convince me that I should Europe is on the brink of civil
relied only on breaking away take the next step and join
war. Is it too late to avert
from Westminster's control. I you. I'm fairly well read and catastrophe?
see that I was wrong.
as a former liberal could be a
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Hello! I am a fascist from Derbyshire County Council permanent address with rent
the U.S., Florida, and I am has defended spending
paid in advance, not a hostel.
intrigued by the history of nearly £30,000 on
Then you went to the
the British Union, and
translating English into
Fremden Polizei to register
very inspired by the work foreign tongues over the and we needed an interpreter.
of Mosley. I have been a
last two year. This
We both spoke French but
fascist for a year now, and
includes both written
that was no good. Luckily we
when old enough, plan to
translations and verbal
had some Swiss German
form a party much like this
interpretations. In the
friends and so we were
one. I've picked out a name, words of Barry Lewis,
registered.
too: the National Phalanx of Derbyshire Conservative
The boss of the firm we
America. I also love the
Group leader: "It is
worked foretold us that once
performance of the leader,
unbelievable the council has we had learnt enough
Raikes, who is very informed been spending thousands on German to come in and ask
on the party's history and a translating languages from all for a wage increase we would
true son of the original leader, around the globe while
get a 25% one! The
Mosley. One of the things I cutting services for children electrician I worked with,
also seek in learning more
Karl, told me he would set me
and rural communities in
about the NBU is a way to
out each morning in English
Derbyshire".
unify the fascist parties of the A council spokesman said
for ten week only and then it
world, especially in this huge there are a variety of
was Swiss German unless an
change of power on our side languages spoken across the emergency.
of the spectrum. We wouldn't county that they take into
I spent a lot of time practising
want the future fascist
my German on bewildered
consideration.
regimes at each other's
Derbyshire is part of England fellow workers in the Neubau
throats, would we? I hope
and the local pub at night!
and our mother tongue is
you enjoy my message, and I English and should be the one We soon earned the right to
hope and wish to you luck in spoken by everybody who
that wage increase.
the coming future and coming needs help from the council.
elections. As nationalists,
If they cannot speak English How different it is for
patriots, and fascists, we will and need an interpreter or
newcomers to England now.
be the victors for the coming translator they should bring
ages! As I type this, I feel
Granville V Stone
one, be it a friend or
more and more enthusiastic somebody they have to pay.
at the idea of this message My mate Frank Matheson and
reaching the New British
I lived and worked in Basel in
Union, and my words being the ethnic German part of
read. Thank you, and have a Switzerland in the early 60s.
great day.
To get a job you needed a
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elite , that is hell bent on the
destruction of our culture and
MONTHLY FEATURE
NBU NORTH-WEST
REGIONAL OFFICERS nation, they are pro-EU and
mass immigration and multiNBU NORTH
culture, I am not racist , nor
is NBU , but if we don't
replace this system with a
system based on action, as
Mosley wanted, British culture
shall die.
I also advocate the corporate
state , a system based on
occupational corporations ,
where people vote based on
their occupation , this is a
much more efficient state
than the free market structure
we live in today.
I am Clive Jones a teacher of
I am Paul Arnold, I belong to But NBU needs people that 30 years before the Local
the NBU, and I am proud to have the courage to wear the Authority made life very
Blackshirt and fight for British
part of a movement which
difficult for me when they
honours the crown, and whichFascism, so I call on all
discovered I was standing as
has the interests of the entire British people , unite and
a BNP candidate in local
stand tall and join NBU.
nation as a whole. I am a
elections(ten years ago) and
PAUL ARNOLD
strong believer in Oswald
a hated member among the
Mosley and the BUF, and
staff. It all 'kick-off' with me
don't believe for a minute the
15 years ago watching the
lies told about this great man,
6:00 p.m. local news about a
NBU upholds and is strong to
British soldier in WWII and
the fascist ideal. I am also
his experience. It did not
convinced that we have
make sense when compared
politically correct Hostile
with the history I had been
taught at school. After soon
research, I found that a lot of
what I had been taught was
lies. At around this time, I
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had a dispute with my local within fascism, where the
many for it to get this far. It is
council on a planning matter. people are listened to. and
now being thrown a way.
I ended up taking the council have a say on how they want Soon, there will be many
to a Public Enquiry. I won! At to live and work provided it ethnic groups within this
the end of it, I wondered
doesn't harm the nation. ALL country of similar power fight
about the democracy in this other political groups I know for their cause. We should not
country, whether it really
of, are liberal. They want to be saddling our children with
existed. We know for certain keep the same system of
this.
now that democracy is dead democracy we have today
with Brexit being stopped
which has failed. Democracy CLIVE JONES
even though the majority of or full-democracy, on its own
the people voted for it. Any can never work. The
serious patriot of this country industrialist and capitalist will
would support some
always corrupt and control it.
nationalist organisation. Only I do believe our lives are
by us coming together can we going to change a lot soon.
do anything. In the future, we Through the populist
will be able to say, 'I was
governments we have had in
there, ready. Where were
the last 60 years, our country
you?' It will not be or fault if is bankrupt. There was avasts
we left to do the job on our amounts of gold and public
own because other couldn't assets then now all sold off to
be bothered or were already support the government
defeated. I joined the NBU
promises that they could not
three years ago having left
fund. We are now borrowing
the BNP, a 'populist party'. At heavily, to continue, but this
first, I didn't like the word
cannot continue much longer.
'fascist', I thought my dad
The food-banks are going to
and his dad had fought
get ten times longer and
against them? After reading there will be anger. I am very
what fascism is about, I was concerned for the future of
very surprised what it stood this country. It has, within,
for, everything that I stood
been at peace for 40 years
for. I do like the democracy from the ethnic wars. We
have been so lucky to have
been born in such a country
but it had cost the lives of
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LEADERS ARTICLE
Much has been said in an
Fascism is a creed of
patriotism and revolution. For effort to persuade the people
that British fascism will deny
the second time a strong
movement emerges which on them the rights of free
speech. When in-fact it will
the one hand is loyal to
bring to this country for the
Queen and country and on
the other hand stands for far- first time real opportunities
for free speech.
reaching and revolutionary
changes in Governments, in A man talking in his sleep is
economics and in life itself. In not indulging in his
the past patriotism has been democratic right of free
speech yet the system would
associated with those who
wish to keep things as they have you believe that the
greater absurdity of a number
are, revolution has been
of people talking on subjects
associated with red
internationalism which sets of which they know nothing is
the essence of freedom.
the interests of foreign
They interpret freedom of
countries before those of
speech as the freedom to
Britain. The watch-word of
Fascism is 'Britain First'. We talk, the freedom invariably
love our country, but we are used to delay action. So we
determined to build a country see the governing body of the
worthy of that love. Things country devoting its time to
petty rights of obstruction,
cannot remain as they are,
we must have great changes and any group, however
insignificant their numbers,
to adapt modern Britain to
modern fact. True patriotism can in that place of
finds expression for the first government by use of
obstructionist tactics delay, if
time in the revolution of
they so desire, great policies
British Fascism.
of action.

GARY RAIKES
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NEW DOUBLE SIDED
FLYER IN STORE NOW
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Dear member,
New British Union needs
your help, we have had
many successes in our first
four years including getting
members on to community,
parish and local councils as
well as the national youth
parliament. The Leader and
Officers have attended
meetings right across the
country during the last four
years.

pockets, we all pay for our
travel and hotel costs
NOBODY IN NBU CLAIMS
EXPENSES how many other
groups can claim that?

SO HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Quite simply donate! It is a
sad fact of life that for any
movement to continue to
grow and have more success
it has to have money. NBU do
We have had NBU cells out not charge membership as a
putting up flyers etc from
matter of principle, we prefer
Plymouth to Inverness and
those that can afford it to
days of action in Bristol,
make a donation no matter
Portsmouth, Elgin and London how small whenever they can
but the time to help is NOW!
DONATE ON SITE HERE
Gary over the next few
months of this year will be
To ensure all the planned http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
propaganda-appeal.html
working on a documentary for events and others go
channel 4 attending the
ahead please donate to
DONATE BY CHEQUE OR P.O
Western Spring unity
our fighting fund, every
conference the coming
penny will be used to
Scottish Forum and NBU
further the fascist cause Gary Raikes
Hill of colp croft
annual conference.
in Britain, every penny
will be another nail in the Turriff
We are on the right track,
coffin lid of the political Aberdeenshire
membership grows DAILY
elite as every penny will AB53 8HL
how many other groups can fund a fascist future!
Thank you for your support.
claim that? For the last four
years everything has been
paid for out of the leaderships
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The Mosley
Ancestral Home

In the churchyard we came
across the Mosley family crest
above the church door and a
Recently my comrade and I
Celtic cross erected in in 1897
paid a visit to the ancestral
by Sir Oswald’s father. The
home of the Mosley family at
graves of Oswald’s father,
Rolleston on Dove,
Staffordshire. Unfortunately
only the conservatory is left
of the hall as it was sold by
Sir Oswald’s father and it was
largely demolished in 1928. It
is now a modern housing
estate and the conservatory is
inaccessible as it is on private
property.

brother and sister in law are
in the grave yard. As we
wondered around the village,
we found more building's
related to the family estate
including two access gates.
We enjoyed our visit to
Oswald’s parents divorced
Rolleston which is a fine
when he was five so his
young life was split between example of a beautiful English
country village. It was
his mothers house and
Rolleston Hall, the ancestral interesting to explore the
relics of the family estate of
seat of his branch of the
Sir Oswald Mosley.
Mosley family.

Karen and Mark
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THE FASCIST BEAR AWAKENS those of the United States to This is the Eurasianism story.
begin an all-out attack againstBetween the wars, Czarist
the Russian Federation in the emigrées exchanged ideas
Because of Britain's "special
Levant War Zone, which the with Fascist thinkers in
relationship" with the United
Russians promised would set Germany and France. The
States, the British media has
off World War III. No public ideology survived to find in
concealed from the people of
interest there!
recent years a prominent and
the United Kingdom the evil
prolific political theorist in
circumstances which lie
What prompted the Obama
Aleksandr Dugin.
behind the continuing
regime to bring the entire
attempts by the United States world to the brink of war last Dugin, born in 1962, was
and its allies to overthrow the month was the catastrophic admitted to the Moscow
Assad Government of Syria. failure of US forces to
Aviation Institute in 1979 but
conquer the Republic of Syria expelled for involvement with
It all began in 2011 when
so that its territory could be mystic neo-Nazi groups. In
Qatar proposed new gas
used by Saudi Arabia and the the 1980's he circulated in
pipelines to be laid from the
Gulf States to erect their gas pro-monarchist and ultraGulf States across Syria to
pipelines to Europe.
Right circles and after the
Turkey. When Syrian
collapse of Communism
President Assad said no, that The real reasons for all the
became the founder and chief
was when all this nonsense horrors unleashed by the
ideologist of Eurasianism in
about his being a ruthless
policy were (i) to usher in
1994. By the following year
dictator started up and
globalisation and the Islamic
he had risen to be the ideas
"freedom fighters" began
jihadist invasion of the First
man for all the larger Russian
arriving from Sunni Islamic
World: (ii) beneath that lay
political parties and had great
countries to "help the Syrian the intention to financially
success.
people".
collapse Russia, the largest
supplier of fuel to the
Essential to the entire
The British media remained European continent, and, so it philosophy is the resilent even when the British was hoped, destroy the
annexation of the Ukraine.
Government went into
Fascist doctrine of
"What Russia needs is a
emergency session on 11
Eurasianism ripening in that genuine, true, radically
October 2016 to debate the huge country under the
revolutionary and consistent
request by the Obama regime leadership of President Putin. fascist Fascism," Dugin
that British military forces join
writes. (Because the Soviet
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Union always referred to
Ecologism. Ideas ranging
Powers including Germany
Hitlerism as "Fascism",
from legal theories justifying and Austria, Central and
modern Russia is forced to
unlimited State power and the Eastern Europe, the former
use the adjective to
curtailing of individual rights Soviet Republics, Turkey, Iran
distinguish true Fascism from come directly from National and Korea and if possible
Nazism). "Liberalism is an
Socialism, as also does the
whatever others into a grand
absolute evil...only a world
need for a population "rooted Eurasian Fascist Union strong
crusade against the United
in the soil". Eurasianism not enough to defeat the West.
States, its globalization policy, only embraces a belief in the
Incidentally Karl Haushofer
the West and its political
advanced Aryan race beyond
was convinced that "the Earth
ideology is an adequate
the poles as advocated by the
is a living organism connected
response."
Thule Society from 1919, but
with the Cosmos. From this
actually claims to have made
The open devotion to National
belief came the geopolitics of
contact. (The incidents
Socialism in Dugin's thinking
the Hitler years which forced
involving the Ark of Gabriel
is remarkable, and in his
the Drang nach Osten with
this year and last seem to
writings he celebrates the
the intention to overthrow
bear witness).
Waffen-SS as an ideal
Communism and conquer the
organization. His defining
Dugin repeats the ideas of
Herzland (Heartland) which
ideology is his "Fourth
National Socialist theorists
lies in Russia, and whose
Political Theory"combining the Karl Haushofer, Rudolf Hess, possessors would have ready
best points of Communism, Carl Schmitt and Arthur
at their hands the set pattern
National Socialism, Ecology Moeller van der Bruck in
for world power. In all the
and Traditionalism, allowing it saying that the Liberal threat books of political geography
to appeal to all adherents of is the ideology of a
of an important school this is
the diverse anti-Liberal
cosmopolitan freemasonic
the doctrine..."
creeds.
order which has existed for
centuries. He states that if
He would adopt Communism's
Michael Ivinheim
Russia is to win this fight
opposition to free enterprise
29 November 2016
against the subversive
but drop the Marxist
bearers of such a doctrine, it
commitment to technological
must unite around itself all
progress in favour of
the continental European
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